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History, English & Spanish Tutor 
 
Education 

University of Oxford: BA History and Politics (2019-2022), predicted to attain a high 

2:1/1st class degree 

Admissions test scores: U.S. ACT - 34 

A-levels/IB: HL English Literature (7), HL History (7), HL Mathematics (6), SL Economics 

(7), SL Spanish (7), SL Chemistry (6) 

GCSEs: Maths (A*), Additional Maths (A*), History (A*), Coordinated Sciences (A*), 

English Language (A*), English Literature (A*), Spanish (A*), Global Perspectives (A*), 

Drama (A) 

Teaching Experience 

I have tutored IGCSE Physics, IGCSE English, IGCSE History and IB Spanish, so I have 
plenty of tutoring experience. Within my tutoring sessions, I provide revision notes, past 
papers, and practice questions, helping my students to excel. 
 
I have assisted students both with exam papers and coursework. Seven out of the ten History 
students I taught achieved A*s, with the others securing high A grades.  
 
Tuition Approach 

Within all my subject tutoring sessions, I provide revision notes and practice questions, helping 
my students to excel. I believe students need to apply concepts they have learned in order to 
truly learn, and this understanding underpins all my teaching.  

History: I focus on learning wider themes and the main points of the historical debates 
surrounding the syllabus, then supplementing this knowledge with specific factual evidence. 
Key elements of my tuition are essay plans and exam technique.  

Sciences: I firstly explain concepts to students, testing their knowledge with questions along 
the way. I then move on to past paper questions, making sure there is a range of MCQ, short 
answer and experimental questions.  
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English Literature: Understanding the key themes of the texts, as well as use of literary 
devices, is key to begin with. However, I then move on to evidence selection (quotes) and 
combine this with thematic understanding to plan answers to past paper questions. This 
ensures students have a breadth of knowledge and can apply it in an exam.  

Spanish: My focus is on the application of strong grammar and vocabulary to exam-style 
scenarios. I use a variety of memorization techniques for grammar rules and vocabulary, 
ensuring these elements become part of a student’s long-term memory. I then explain the 
application of these skills, focusing on writing, reading, listening and speaking exercises for 
the exam.  

HAT admissions tests: After explaining the process and details of the exam, I consider 
examiner’s reports so the student knows what they are expected to do, as well as the criteria 
for a top answer. The best approach for this test is to do past paper questions, so I encourage 
students to discuss/write out their possible answers as I evaluate them and give tips along the 
way. The key element is building skills that will be tested in the exam - learning content is 
not a focus for this admission test.  

  

 

 

  


